MAGURA MOUNTING GUIDE

PLEASE NOTE
To use this chart align the Centre point X with the centre of the dropout of the fork or frame and rotate until the drawing of the appropriate mount aligns with the one on the frame or fork of the bike in question.

POST MOUNT VERSIONS
A. Post Mount, 74 mm centre to centre
Started as an alternative to International Standard in 1997 it has become popular in the last 5 years due mainly to its ease of use. Found on almost all newer fork models and many frame mounts it comes in 3 main sizes, (shown), 6" where the caliper fits directly to fit a 160 mm rotor. 7" where the caliper fits directly for use with a 180 mm rotor & 8" where the caliper fits directly for use with a 203 mm rotor. These sizes are without an adapter.
Variation. PM 5" frame mounts that fit with 140 mm rotors are also used on some cross country frames.
> All PM mounting sizes fit to standard PM calipers.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD VERSIONS
B. IS 6", 51 mm centre to centre
Used as the standard mounting size for almost all forks and frames between 1999 and 2008 (except Manitou). IS front and rear wheel are different.
> All standard IS mounting sizes fit to standard IS calipers.

C. IS 8" (IS front wheel), 51 mm centre to centre
Used up until a few years ago on some DH forks and frames such as Marzocchi Monster, 888 and Fox 40.
> IS 8" fits to all standard IS calipers with 203 mm rotor.

D. RockShox Boxxer (IS front wheel), 51 mm centre to centre
Similar to IS 8" this size was used almost only on the RockShox Boxxer fork up until 2010.
> RS Boxxer mount fits only with special adapter or caliper.